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Specifications

Total dimensions W 43" D 20 1/2" H 18"

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements= 1.5 yards).

The Bride's Veil Stool family’s unique language is meant as a graceful alternative to the archetypal 
bar stool. The double stool is the perfect solution for you and your date to enjoy sitting together 
uninhibited by separate stools. The strikingly elegant metal base is available in smoked brass, 
polished chrome, burnt copper, or powder coat, while the top is offered in COM upholstery. At every 
angle these stools offer a visual treat.

bride’s veil double low stool

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)
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Specifications

Total dimensions Bar height:       W 43" D 20 1/2" H 29"
Counter height: W 43" D 20 1/2" H 25"

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements= 1.5 yards).

The Bride's Veil Stool family’s unique language is meant as a graceful alternative to the archetypal 
bar stool. The double stool is the perfect solution for you and your date to enjoy sitting together 
uninhibited by separate stools. The strikingly elegant metal base is available in smoked brass, 
polished chrome, burnt copper, or powder coat, while the top is offered in COM upholstery. At every 
angle these stools offer a visual treat.

bride’s veil double stool
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